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The apophonic chain and the form of weak and strong verbs in Palestinian Arabic 
 
Abstract: This paper explores the logic behind the various morpho-phonological subdivisions in the verbal system 
of Palestinian Arabic. It argues for the importance in the understanding of Palestinian Arabic of the apophonic chain 
proposed for Classical Arabic in Guerssel & Lowenstamm (1993,1996). In Palestinian, it is first argued, the Measure 
1 perfective template includes a hard-wired association of its two vocalic positions; the main differences in 
vocalization between the Palestinian and Classic varieties follow from this fact. The account is then extended to 
include three large subclasses of weak verbs. Following the analysis of Classical Arabic in Chekayri & Scheer 
(1996, 2003), it is argued that such verbs involve a null element ø, whose realization is determined by the apophonic 
chain. The second part of the paper provides an account of the entire inflectional paradigms of each of the verbs 
discussed, a task that was not fully undertaken in previous work. The mechanism of apophony is shown to be at 
work in this domain, too. An interesting case is discussed of an apparent shift in inflectional paradigm in some forms 
of the biradical verb. This shift is again shown to follow from the general mechanisms used in the analysis. 
 
Keywords: Palestinian Arabic - morphology - verb - inflection - apophony  
 
1. General Introduction 
 
This paper treats the verbal system of Palestinian Arabic, with emphasis on vowel alternations. 
Concentrating on Measure I verbs, all the inflectional forms of all major classes are treated. It is 
proposed that two theoretical tools, the apophonic chain and zero radicals, which have been 
applied with success to Classical Arabic (Guerssel and Lowenstamm 1993,1996 and Cheykari 
and Scheer 1996, 2003 respectively), are central to the understanding of the synchronic system of 
Palestinian Arabic.1  
 
2. Introduction to the verbal system, and a riddle 
 
Verbs in Arabic are classified into “measures” (or “forms”) according to their syllabic structure 
and the affixes that they appear with. The table in (1) shows six of these measures in Palestinian 
Arabic (henceforth PA), based on Elihay’s (2007) dictionary of spoken Palestinian (which favors 
urban dialects), and validated with native speakers of the Jaffa dialect (henceforth JA). The same 
table also shows that the verbs of Measure 1 are further divided in Elihay’s description into five 
vocalization classes, according to the vocalization of the second base vowel (V2) in the 
perfective and imperfective stems (underlined). All other measures have one vocalization class, 
either [a-ɛ] or [a-a]: 2 
 
 
 
 

1 Palestinian Arabic belongs to the larger group of dialects of “greater Syria” (Palva 2006). Even within modern-day 
Palestine/Israel it is certainly not uniform (Cantineau 1938, Blanc 1953). However, the variation is mostly irrelevant 
with respect to the phenomena described here (bedouin dialects aside). The term “Palestinian” is thus adequate in 
the present context. Also, note that many of the phenomena discussed in this paper are also found in other dialects of 
the Levant (Fleisch 1974). I thank my informants Frida Elraheb and Dimal Abul’assal for their collaboration during 
the preparation of this paper. 
2 The forms in the table are the bare stems, i.e. the unsuffixed perfective 3msg and the stem without any inflectional 
prefix in the imperfective. The vowel following the prefixal personal element is included only in those paradigms 
where it is stressed, as in 3msg [yíktɛb], [yúdros] and [yílbas]. Its quality is clearly related to that of the stem vowel 
(for vowel harmony in PA, see Mohanan (2003) and references therein). As all high vowels, this vowel disappears 
when it would be in an open syllable; see section 4.1 below.  
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(1) Measures and vocalization-based classes in PA (JA pronunciation) 
  

Theme Measure perf. imperf.  Theme Measure perf. imperf.  

[a] 
1 -  [a-ɛ] katab iktɛb ‘write’ 

[a] 

2 - [a-ɛ] kammal kammɛl ‘complete’ 
      [a-a] fataħ iftaħ ‘open’ 3 - [a-ɛ] ʔ-akram ʔ-ikrɛm ‘respect’ 

      [a-o] daras udros ‘study’ 4 - [a-ɛ] n-ʔalab ni-ʔlɛb ‘turn over’ 

[i] 
      [ɛ-ɛ]  misɛk imsɛk ‘hold’ 5 - [a-ɛ] f-t-akar f-t-kɛr ‘think’ 

      [ɛ-a] rikɛb irkab ‘ride’ 6 - [a-a] t-naffas t-naffas ‘breathe’ 
 
Within Measure 1 (henceforth M1), one can divide the vocalization classes into two groups, 
according to the perfective vocalization: low <a,a> as in [katab] or non-low <i,ɛ> as in [misɛk]. 
To distinguish this division from the division into vocalization classes, I call these groups the [a]-
theme the [i]-theme. All other measures belong to the [a]-theme.  
 The goal of this paper is to uncover the logic linking the perfective and the imperfective 
stems, and provide an account of the system as a whole. Following the work of Guerssel and 
Lowenstamm (1993,1996) on Classical Arabic (CA), the following claim will be made: 
 
(2) Given the unsuffixed perfective form, the form of the imperfective is predictable by 

applying the apophonic chain ø=>i=>a=>u(=>u) 
 
(The symbol <ø> is used throughout this paper for a null vocalic element, rather than a mid, front 
rounded vowel) 

The analysis of CA in Guerssel and Lowenstamm (1993,1996), which will be presented 
below, is limited to verbs such as those in (1). These are called “strong” verbs, because they have 
three or more consonants that are surface-true throughout the inflectional paradigm. In all 
measures there are also “weak” verbs that do not fall under that definition. In PA, weak verbs 
can be divided into three classes: biradicals, hollow and weak-final verbs.3 M1 examples of the 
first two cases are presented in (3). Biradical verbs (3a) are weak because they only have two 
surface radicals, of which the second is reduplicated (See Lowenstamm 2010 for a recent review 
of the debate around this topic). Hollow verbs (3b) also have only two surface consonants, but in 
these it is the medial consonant that is absent, and this absence is compensated by the length of 
the stem vowel.  

 
(3) Biradical and Hollow verbs in M1 (JA pronunciation) 
  

Weak type perf. imperf.  
a. M1 biradical -  [a-i] ħall ħill ‘solve’ 
                             [a-u] ħat ̣t ̣ ħut ̣ṭ ‘put’ 
b. M1 hollow -     [a-i] ṣa:r ṣi:r ‘become’ 
       [a-u] ka:n ku:n ‘be’ 

 

3 There are also weak-initial verbs, e.g. [waṣal - uṣɛl] ‘connect’ but they are very few and phonologically 
unsurprising. 
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In both biradicals and hollow verbs the perfective stem only has one vowel [a] (or its lengthened 
version [a:]. One may say that unlike strong verbs, biradicals and hollow verbs never belong to 
the [i]-theme. However, as in strong verbs, there are two possible imperfective realizations [i] or 
[u] for biradicals and [i:] or [u:] for hollow verbs. As we will see, the assertion in (2) suffices to 
describe this behavior, too. 

The third group of weak verbs consists of weak-final verbs, i.e. those verbs that do not 
have a final stable consonant. The table in (4) presents these verbs in all measures. Note that in 
measures other than M1, the distribution of vocalization parallels that of strong verbs: all 
measures have the alternating [a-i] vocalization, except for M6 which again has identical stems 
in both aspects. 

 
(4) Measures and vocalization-based classes in PA (JA pronunciation): final-weak verb 
  

Theme Measure perf. imperf.  Theme Measure perf. imperf.  

[a] 1 - [a-i] rama irmi ‘throw’ 

[a] 

2 - [a-i] rabba rabbi ‘raise’ 
[i]       [i-a] nisi insa ‘forget’ 3 - [a-i] ʔ-alʁa ʔ-alʁi ‘cancel’ 

     4 - [a-i] n-ʕada ni-ʕdi ‘be infected’ 
     5 - [a-i] k-t-afa k-t-afi ‘be satisfied’ 

     6 - [a-a] t-xabba t-xabba ‘hide’ 
 
Once again, one can notice two themes in M1, the [a]-theme in the <a,a> vocalization [rama] and 
the [i]-theme in the <i,i> vocalization in [nisi]. However, unlike strong verbs, each weak-final 
theme class has a single distinct V2 alternation. If a weak-final perfective ends in [a] or [i], the 
corresponding imperfective will always have a V2 [i] or [a] respectively, whereas in strong verbs 
we saw that perfective [ɛ] and [a] may correspond to imperfective [a] or [ɛ]. 

Since weak-final and hollow verbs (but not biradicals) have only two surface consonants, 
scholars often seek to answer the following question: 
 
(5) What is the identity of the weak segment of weak verbs such that it gives rise to all and 

only the differences between weak and strong verbs? 
 
Following work in Chekayri and Scheer (1996, 2003) on Classical Arabic, this paper will 
propose the following answer: 
 
(6) The missing segment in weak verbs is ø. Its surface realization is derived by the 

apophonic chain.  
 
Note that under this view, the missing segment is not really absent; it only has no form of its 
own. It should thus be distinguished from the absence of an element. This distinction will be 
crucial to the analysis. 
 
An answer to the question in (5) must of course cover the entire inflectional paradigm, not only 
the bare stems that appear in the tables above. Thus, the second concern of this paper will be the 
analysis of the inflection of the verbs in (3) and (4) as compared to that of the verbs in (1).  
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In anticipation of that discussion, I’d like to introduce a problem from the inflection of 
biradicals. The table in (7) contrasts a biradical verb in M1 (7a) with a strong M1 verb (7b) and 
weak-final verbs in M1 (7c) and M2 (7d). 
 
(7) M1 biradical verbs contrasted with M1 strong verbs, and M1 and M2 weak-final verbs.   
  

 Measure perf. imperf.  
  3msg 1sg   
a. biradical 1 - [a-i] ħall ħalle:-t ħill ‘solve’ 
       [a-u] ħat ̣t ̣ ħat ̣t ̣e:-t ħut ̣ṭ ‘put’ 
b. strong 1 -  [a-ɛ] katab katab-t iktɛb ‘write’ 
        [a-o] daras daras-t udros ‘study’ 
c. weak-final 1 -  [a-i] rama rame:-t irmi ‘throw’ 
d. weak-final 2 -  [a-i] rabba rabbe:-t rabbi ‘raise’ 

 
The 1sg form of biradicals is representative of all the stems of such verbs before a consonant-
initial suffix (all 1st and 2nd person suffixes in the perfective are consonant initial). As can be 
seen in (7a), in this case the stem ends in a long [e:], just like the parallel weak-final form. In a 
certain sense, the biradical becomes a weak-final form in this case. Watson (2002) defines this as 
allomorphy resulting from an “analogy with weak-final verbs (of the [a]-theme)” (p.181). But the 
biradical stem is not identical to a weak-final form in M1, because it has a medial geminate. 
Rather, pre-consonantal M1 biradical verbs look exactly like an M2 weak-final verbs. Assuming 
that inflected forms are decomposed into a root and a pattern, this allomorphy seems like both 
“root-allomorphy”, because the root becomes weak-final, and “measure-allomorphy”, because 
the form ends up as identical to a M2 weak-final verb, rather than an M1 verb.4 However, in a 
survey of several Semitic languages, I have not found one case of a verb switching measures in 
only part of the inflection of one tense/aspect. There are many cases of verbs inflecting in 
different measures in different aspects/tenses; but there is no case of measure-allomorphy in only 
some persons inside the paradigm of a single aspect/tense. What explains this extremely rare 
measure-allomorphy in preconsonantal biradicals? 

We will be able to solve this problem in a fairly straightforward manner after we have 
understood the inflectional paradigms of strong and weak verbs. This task will be accomplished 
through the assertions in (2) and (6), repeated here: 

 
(2)  Given the unsuffixed perfective form, the form of the imperfective is predictable by 

applying the apophonic chain ø=>i=>a=>u(=>u)  
(6) The missing segment in weak verbs is ø. Its surface realization is derived by the 

apophonic chain.  
 
The paper is structured as follows. After section 3 introduces the theoretical framework and the 
relevant previous work in this framework, the bases of inflection will be discussed in section 4. 

4 Watson does not explore the paradigmatic aspect of this allomorphy, which she motivates on prosodic grounds 
using a “special allomorphy rule”. 
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Section 5 will treat the inflectional paradigms of each type of verb. In section 6, we will return to 
the typological oddity of M1 biradicals. Section 7 will conclude. 
 
3. Theoretical framework and background 
 
The different phenomena in this paper will be examined through the prism of Government 
Phonology (henceforth GP, Kaye et al. 1990) in its CVCV version (Lowenstamm 1996, Scheer 
2004). Especially important for the present purpose is the work conducted inside this same 
framework on Classical Arabic, in particular its templatic architecture and apophonic patterns 
(Guerssel and Lowenstamm 1993, 1996; Guerssel 2003), and the inflection of its weak verbs 
(Chekayri and Scheer 1996, 2003).  
 In his important work from 1981, John J. McCarthy famously represented the fixed 
syllabic structure of Semitic templates  ̶  of which the “measures” above are one example  ̶  as 
sets of C’s and V’s. For instance, under one interpretation of McCarthy’s view, the template of 
the JA item [binɛt] ‘girl’ would have been CVCVC. An inherent problem of this analysis was 
that, all other things being equal, it required one to posit a different template CVCC for the 
suffixed [bint-o] ‘his girl’ (or assume that a position is added to the template in [binɛt] in order to 
host an epenthetic vowel). The CVCV approach to templatic structure solved this problem by 
reducing the set of templatic constituents to only one: the unmarked syllable CV. As presented in 
(8), the templates of [binɛt] and [bint-o] are now identical in their number of CV units (the 
branching, arrows and strikethrough will be explained presently): 
 
(8) The templates of [binɛt] and [bint-o] in CVCV Phonology 
 

a. [binɛt] ‘girl’   b. [bint-o] ‘his girl’ 
b i n ɛ t        b i n  t  o  
│ │ │ │ │      │ │ │  │      
C V C V C V       C V C V C V  C V 

  
            *government                                     government  

  
Of course, maintaining that the only skeletal unit is a CV unit leaves one with several empty V’s, 
or “empty nuclei”, to account for. Both types of empty nuclei - final empty nuclei and medial 
ones - are accounted for in CVCV Phonology as they are in Government Phonology. Final empty 
nuclei, like the one in (8a), are parametrically allowed. Non-final empty nuclei, like the one in 
(8b), are permitted if and only if they are “governed”, where government is defined as a right-to-
left relation between a nucleus associated with segmental material and the preceding nucleus. If 
the preceding nucleus is both governed and lexically empty, then it will remain unassociated and 
unrealized. Thus, in (8b) the empty nucleus remains unrealized; but in (8a), because the 
following nucleus is also empty, it is realized as the epenthetic vowel [ɛ].   
 Furthermore, (8b) exemplifies the representation of length in CVCV phonology. As we 
will see, final vowels in Arabic are phonologically long. A phonologically long vowel is 
represented as one vocalic expression spreading onto two V-slots (McCarthy 2005). The 
engulfed C-slot may remain unrealized by hypothesis (Lowenstam 1996). The representation of 
geminates, which we will encounter later in the paper, is analogous, with the segment branching 
onto two C-slots.  
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 Much work has been conducted on Afro-Asiatic templates in this framework (see 
Bendjaballah 2013 and references therein). Perhaps the most groundbreaking work in terms of 
the verbal system is Guerssel and Lowenstamm’s (1993, 1996). In that work, the authors 
accounted for the form of all of the verbal measures in Classical Arabic with one template (9a) 
and one “apophonic chain” (9b). 
 
(9) The tools of Guerssel and Lowenstamm (1993, 1996) 
  
 
  b.  ø => i => a => u => u 
 
We will return to the apophonic chain below. The template in (9a) has two framed “derivational” 
CV units. By hypothesis, these sites are accessible only in derived forms, and cannot both be 
accessed simultaneously, i.e. in the same measure.5 We will see how this template functions in 
the analysis. The apophonic chain in (9b) takes in the vowel (or lack thereof) of the base of 
derivation and produces another vowel in the derived word. Ever since the initial proposal by 
Guerssel and Lowenstamm, instances of apophonic (or ablaut) morphology from a variety of 
related and unrelated languages have been succesfully accounted for using this apophonic chain 
(see e.g. Fathi 2013 for Cairene Arabic; Ségéral 2006 for Ge’ez; Bendjaballah 1998 and 
Lahrouchi and Ségéral 2009 for Berber, Scheer and Ségéral 1998 for German; and Boyé 2014 for 
Malay).  
 In two meticulous studies of CA, Chekayri and Scheer (1996, 2003) account for the bulk 
of the inflected forms of all types of weak verbs using only the apophonic chain (and a set of 
independently-motivated assumptions on the phonological impossibilities of CA). Their main 
claim is the following: weak-final, weak-medial and weak-initial verbs all involve a null element 
in the specified position. In some cases, the null templatic position has to be occupied. This is 
accomplished through apophony. However, in cases where apophony would yield unattested 
sequences, adjacent vowels spread to engulf the position of the null templatic position. 

To illustrate, consider the CA perfective form of the weak-final verb in M1 before a C-
initial suffix, such as the 1msg [-tu]. Two such cases are presented in (10): the verb in (10a) has 
no lexical vowel in V2, and the verb in (10b) has a lexical vowel /i/ (these facts are independently 
motivated). Because these are weak-final verbs, the C3 position is empty. In (10a), the V1 vowel 
spreads and occupies V2. The C3 position is filled through apophony ø=>i, resulting in a stem-
final diphthong [ramay-tu]. In contrast, if apophony were to apply in (10b), a sequence 
*[raḍiytu] would be created, with an illicit word-medial [iy] diphthong. As a result, because 
apophony is not possible, the lexical vowel spreads, and the C3 position is “saturated” and 
needn’t be filled. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5 This fact follows, Guerssel and Lowenstamm argue, from the “head” status of these templatic sites. See 
Lowenstamm (2004) and the elaboration in Arbaoui (2010) for an application in Morpho-syntax. 

a. C V  - C V C V C V C V 
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(10) Two weak-final verbs with two repair strategies in CA 
 

a. r a m  ø=>i   t u   
 │ │ │    │ │  [ramaytu] ‘I threw’ 
 C V C V2   C3 V - C V   
 │ │ │ │   │ │  [raḍi:tu] ‘I accepted fate’ 
b. r a ḍ  i   t u   

  
Chekayri and Scheer (1996, 2003) show that the same logic suffices to account for all other weak 
forms, wherever the weak element may be situated.  
 The success of the analyses above is impressive, and has certainly proven insightful over 
the years. That said, there is a methodological problem to them, in that CA is a written language 
that has no native speakers. Moreover, given the standardized nature of written languages in 
general, it is quite certain that it does not faithfully represent the speech of any speaking 
community at any moment. For many linguists, these are serious drawbacks. To convince such 
linguists, one must show that the insights accumulated in these analyses are also valid for a 
living version of Arabic. This is illustrated by the analysis of Palestinian Arabic in the next two 
sections of the paper. 
 
 
4. Derivation: vocalization classes in Palestinian Arabic 
 
4.1. Some more on the vocalization classes of Palestinian Arabic  
 
For expository reasons, the table in (11) recalls the strong bases of inflection in all measures, 
already shown in (1). As noted in the introduction, M1 verbs belong to one of two major groups: 
[a]-theme or [i]-theme (these vowels are in bold in 11), while verbs in other measures belong to 
the [a]-theme exclusively.  
 
(1) Measures and vocalization-based classes in PA (JA pronunciation) 
  

Theme Measure perf. imperf.   Theme Measure perf. imperf.  

[a] 

1 -  [a-ɛ] katab iktɛb ‘write’  

[a] 

2 - [a-ɛ] kammal kammɛl ‘complete’ 

      [a-a] fataħ iftaħ ‘open’  3 - [a-ɛ] ʔ-akram ʔ-ikrɛm ‘respect’ 
      [a-o] daras udros ‘study’  4 - [a-ɛ] n-ʔalab ni-ʔlɛb ‘turn over’ 

[i] 
      [ɛ-ɛ]  misɛk imsɛk ‘hold’  5 - [a-ɛ] f-t-akar f-t-kɛr ‘think’ 
      [ɛ-a] rikɛb irkab ‘ride’  6 - [a-a] t-naffas t-naffas ‘breathe’ 

 
The division of M1 verbs into vocalization classes has taken the data at face value, as 

they are presented in the dictionary in Elihay (2007). However, from a scrutiny of all of the 384 
verbal entries in the dictionary, it turns out that not all combinations of consonants and 
vocalization classes are possible or equally likely. Indeed, the identity of the second or third 
consonant of the stem has an effect on the distribution of verbs in vocalization classes: 
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(12) The distribution of vocalization in PA M16 
 

theme M1 voc. class 2nd/3rdC post-velar 2nd/3rdC emphatic 2nd/3rdC other total 

[a] 
[a-a] 93 - - 93 
[a-o] 11 50 59 120 
[a-ɛ] 7 (2) 73 82 

[i] 
[ɛ-a] 24 11 47 82 

[ɛ-ɛ/a] - - 7 7 
 total 135 63 186 384 

 
In the [a]-theme, the vocalization class [a-a] is exclusive to verbs with a post-velar 2nd or 3rd  
consonant (post-velars are uvulars [x, ʁ] or gutturals [ħ, ʕ, h, ʔ]). All verbs with both emphatics 
and post-velars in these positions are in this group. Still, a total of 18 verbs with 2nd or 3rd post-
velars (and no emphatics) appear in the two other vocalization classes of the [a]-theme. Verbs 
with 2nd or 3rd emphatics (unless accompanied by a post-velar) appear in the [a]-theme only in 
the [a-o] vocalization class, where there is also a large proportion of verbs with 2nd and 3rd plain 
consonants, and 11 verbs with post-velars. The [a-ɛ] class harbors mostly verbs with 2nd and 3rd 
plain consonants, with 7 cases involving post-velars. There are also two exceptions to the 
generalization regarding emphatics and the [a-o] class, [waṣal] ‘connect’ and [waṣaf] ‘describe’, 
which I will assume can be accounted for by dissimilation from the [a-o] class owing to the 
initial [w] (no verb in [a-o] has an initial [w]). As for the [i]-theme, all combinations are 
common. Interestingly, of the 89 verbs of the [i]-theme, 82 are in the [ɛ-a] class. For the 
remaining 7 the dictionary reports that the vowel of the imperfective varies between [a] and [ɛ], 
depending on the region.7,8  
 There is only one exceptionless generalization in (12): if a verb in the [a]-theme has a 2nd 
or 3rd emphatic, then it is certain to belong to the [a-o] group. The two other distributional 
generalizations, regarding verbs in the [a]-theme with 2/3 post-velars and the vocalization classes 
of the [i]-theme, are only strong tendencies. Any analysis must, besides covering the regular 
cases, leave room for these exceptions. It is also noteworthy that as (1) above showed, the [a-ɛ] 
vocalization is the only option for verbs in measures other than M1, regardless of their 
consonantal make-up (with M6 being in fact [a-a]). As pointed out for CA by Guerssel (2003), 
for this reason, it cannot be maintained that the [a] vocalization of the [a-a] group is a 
phonological consequence of the proximity of the post-velar, even if one ignores the exceptions 
in M1; we will return to this proposal below.   

In the introduction, it was claimed that Guerssel and Lowenstamm’s (1993, 1996) 
analysis can explain the attested classifications: given the perfective unsuffixed stem, the 

6 These statistics are based on the dictionary, which itself is a synthesis favouring urban dialects. Although I have 
not gone over every verb with JA informants, my impression is that the statistics are representative of all dialects of 
PA. Also, a short wug test showed that the tendencies certainly hold in the formation of new verbs. 
7 Indeed, the same speaker may say [imsɛk] and [imsak] interchangeably (Elihay, p.c.). Native speakers of JA 
recognize this variation, but say that for at least four of these verbs, only the [ɛ-ɛ] option is available to them. 
8 There is a long tradition of associating valency to the vocalization classes (see for example Dichy 2007 and 
references therein). This claim was not backed up by a scrutiny of the dictionary, the only significant result is that 
verbs of the [i]-theme are predominantly intransitive, although about a fifth are transitive). Those of the [a]-theme 
are proportionally distributed between transitives and intransitives. 
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imperfective can be predicted. In the next subsection, we will examine the CA account and the 
differences between the CA and PA data sets and see how PA can be accounted for.  

 
4.2. The logic behind the subclasses in PA: strong verbs 
 
In this subsection, it will be shown that the same logic that was proposed for Classical Arabic 
can be used to motivate the regularities in PA. There is no implicit claim that the latter is derived 
from the former, but rather that the same logic holds in both. 

In Classical Arabic, strong verbs in M1 are not divided into an [a]-theme and an [i]-
theme. Instead, the first vowel of the stem is always [a]: 
 
(13) Classes of CA strong M1 verbs 
   Class  Perfective  imperfective 

a.  <a,a-a> fataħ  aftaħ  ‘open’    
b.  <a,a-i>   ḍarab  aḍrib   ‘hit’ 
c.  <a,a-u>  katab  aktub    ‘write’ 
d.  <a,i-a>   labis  albas   ‘wear’ 
e.  <a,u-u>  kabur  akbur   ‘be large’ 

 
All of the verbs in class (13a) have 2nd or 3rd post-velars. Guerssel (2003) considers this 
“guttural” group (13a) to be the phonologically-conditioned allomorph of the [a-i] group (and 
thus not purely a phonological issue). No exceptions to this rule are reported. In this state-of-
affairs, the problem that Guerssel and Lowenstamm faced when they approached the data in (13) 
was mainly to distinguish between (13b) and (13c), both of which have a vowel [a] in the 
perfective, but [i] and [u] respectively in the perfective. Their answer was simple: the [a] of (13b) 
is a copy of the other /a/ of the base, the one in V1, whereas that of (13c) is a real lexical /a/. The 
lexical vowel of [ḍarab] is in fact /ø/ (i.e. it is null). This, with the aid of the apophonic chain in 
(10b) above, puts the system in perfect order: perfective /ø/ => imperfective [i], and perfective 
/a/ => imperfective [u].  
 Let us now recast the PA data in (14) as we did for CA: 
 
(14) Classes of PA strong M1 verbs  
 
   Theme,Class Perfective  imperfective 

a.  <a,a-a> fataħ  iftaħ  ‘open’  
b.  <a,a-ɛ>   katab  iktɛb   ‘write’ 
c.  <a,a-o>  daras  udros     ‘study’ 
d.  <i,ɛ-a>   rikɛb  irkab   ‘ride’ 
e.  <i,ɛ-ɛ>  misɛk  imsɛk  ‘hold’ 

 
It is not hard to relate the CA set in (13) to the PA set in (14). The [a]-theme of PA (14a-

c) corresponds to (13a-c); in both systems, the [a-a] set is restricted to verbs with second or third 
guttural consonants. The [i]-theme of PA (14d) corresponds to (13d). There are four noteworthy 
differences between the two systems. First, the PA system seems to have five vowels, not three, 
with [ɛ] and [o] appearing in PA where [i] and [u] did in CA. Second, in PA not every verb in the 
perfective has [a] in V1; instead, the correct generalization is that in the perfective, the two 
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vowels of the stem have the same value for the feature [low]. Third, there is a small but 
important class [ɛ-ɛ] that does not correspond to any of the classes of CA. Finally, the [u-u] class 
of CA does not exist in PA.  

Let us begin with the mid vowels and with those vocalization classes that exhibit 
apophony. All of the mid vowels that we have seen until now were in word-final CVC syllable: 
[yíktɛb] ‘that he write’, [yúdros] ‘that he study’, [ríkɛb] ‘he rode’. A closer examination reveals 
that short [ɛ] and [o] in word-final CVC syllables alternate with [i] and [u] respectively, when 
they are not word-final, for instance when an object suffix is added: [yíktibo] ‘that he write it’, 
[yúdruso] ‘that he study it’, [rikíbhom] ‘he rode them’.9 If so, [ɛ,o] are in fact phonetic 
realizations of /i,u/ in this position. The analogy with CA becomes almost perfect: we have three 
classes [a-i], [a-u], and [i-a]. As the lexical representations in (15) show, all three instances of the 
apophonized imperfective are accounted for by the apophonic chain. 
 
(15) Classes of PA strong M1 verbs   
    
          perfective base      imperfective derivative apophonic step 

a. <a,a-ɛ>   /katøb/         =>               /ktib/       ø => i   ‘write’ 
b. <i,ɛ-a>   /rikib/         =>               /rkab/              i => a ‘ride’ 
c. <a,a-o>  /daras/         =>               /drus/       a => u ‘study’ 

  
For (15a,b), one can adopt the CA analysis into PA. In (15a), the second [a] of [katab] is copied 
from the theme /a/, while that of [daras] (15b) is a real lexical /a/. Accordingly, the imperfective 
forms are respectively /ktib/ and /drus/, which are realized as [ktɛb] and [dros]. The 
representations in (16) are identical to those proposed by Guerssel and Lowenstamm for CA. In 
(16a), there is one default /a/ which spreads to the V2 position; in (16b) there is also a lexical /a/ 
alongside this default [a]. Note that because this is not a derived form, the derivational CV is not 
accessed. 
 
(16) Templatic representations of [katab] and [daras]: first attempt 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
However, the analysis is not easily extended to the perfective /rikib/ in (15c). In (16), it must be 
assumed that the PA perfective template has a default /a/ in V1, but /rikib/ does not have a vowel 
/a/ at all, but rather two /i/ vowels. In addition, in the CA analysis, the existence of a default 
vowel /a/ for all verbs was motivated by its ubiquity not only in all perfective forms, but also in 
the imperfective M1 prefix e.g. [kataba]-[aktub]. In Guerssel and Lowenstamm’s analysis, the 
two vowels are the same “templatic /a/”. This motivation, too, is absent from PA, where the 
prefix always has the quality of an epenthetic vowel and is realized only when stressed or before 

9 In fact, the correct environment is the prepausal CVC position. The citation forms provided were of course 
prepausal. See Author (in prep) for a full description of this phenomenon. The issue is irrelevant for the present 
purpose. 

a. k    t  b    b. d    r  s  
 │    │  │     │    │  │  
 C V C V C V2 C V    C V C V C V C V 
  │           │    │   
  a    ø       a    a   
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preceding a consonant cluster: [tíktɛb] ‘that you write’ and [tiktíbhom] ‘that you write them’ but 
[tṣi:r] ‘that you become’ or [tħibb] ‘that you love’. How is the system of PA different from that 
of CA? 

Let us reconsider the data set from PA. Examining all the perfective bases of PA, and 
regarding [ɛ] as /i/, the emerging regularity is that the stem must have identical vowels in V1 and 
V2. This fact must be built into the template, as in (17): 
 
(17) The branching perfective template in PA10 
 
 
 
 
 
The vowel of the stem can be either [i] or [a]; this is what I have been calling [a]-theme and [i]-
theme. In the [i]-theme, there is no reason for a learner of PA to ever assume a lexical /a/. I 
conclude that /a/ is not present in all M1 verbs in PA. Instead, I propose to formalize the theme 
distinction that we have been using. With the aid of the template in (17), we may derive the two 
representations in (18) (the derivational CV is absent from the representations; <Q,T,L> stand 
for the consonants of the stem): 
 
(18)   Two verbal themes in PA: first attempt 
 

a. [a]-theme  b. [i]-theme 
  

Q  a T  L    Q i T  L     
│ │ │  │    │ │ │  │     
C V1 C V2 C V   C V1 C V2 C V    

 
 
The position of the theme vowel in (18) is V1. But why should this be? Given the template in 
(17), the surface form would be identical if the vowel were in V2. In other words, since the two 
vowels of the perfective are always traceable to a single lexical vowel, nothing in the phonetic 
output indicates that the theme should be represented in V1; another possible representation 
would have the vowel originating in V2. There are thus four possibilities, as in (19). 
 
(19)  Four possible representations for perfective verbs 
 
  a. [a]-theme, in V1         b. [a]-theme in V2   
  

Q  a T  L    Q  T a L           
│ │ │  │    │  │ │ │           
C V1 C V2 C V   C V1 C V2 C V          

 

10 A conceptual problem with this representation is that there are association lines but no segmental level. I assume 
that the association is between the two V slots, not between the slots and a segment.  

C V C V C V C V 
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  c. [i]-theme, in V1         b. [i]-theme in V2   
 

Q  i T  L    Q  T i L           
│ │ │  │    │  │ │ │           
C V1 C V2 C V   C V1 C V2 C V          

 
 
The learner cannot tell, on the basis of the perfective, which is the right representation for a 
[QaTaL] or [QiTɛL] surface form.11 This is where exposure to the imperfective is important. 
Recall that V2 of the imperfective is derived by apophony from V2 of the perfective. If the theme 
occupies V1 in the perfective, then V2 is empty. Thus, apophony will derive /i/ in V2 of the 
imperfective (step ø=>i), regardless of the perfective theme. On the other hand, if the theme 
occupies V2, then the quality of the theme matters. If it is /a/ we predict /u/ in the imperfective, 
and if it is /i/ we predict /a/.12 In other words, the prediction is that both themes will have 
imperfectives with /i/, but only the [a] theme will have imperfectives with /u/, and only the /a/-
theme will have imperfectives with /a/. The prediction is correct: this analysis derives all and 
only the attested patterns, and most importantly incorporates the seven [ɛ-ɛ] verbs in (14e) 
above: 
 
(20) All classes of PA strong M1 verbs   
    
     perfective base         imperfective derivative    apophonic step 

a. /katøb/         =>               /iktib/       ø => i   ‘write’ 
b. /misøk/         =>               /imsik/             ø => i ‘hold’ 
c. /røkib/         =>               /irkab/              i => a ‘ride’ 
d. /døras/         =>               /idrus/       a => u ‘study’  

 
By replacing the default status of /a/ in M1 with the template in (17), the lexical vowel /i/ of CA 
corresponds to a “theme”, on a par with the lexical or default CA /a/. Given (17) and the 
availability of two slots in the perfective, four representations were possible for the attested array 
of perfective bases; on the basis of the imperfective, it was shown that all representations are 
possible. Just as in CA, the learner needn’t memorize the imperfective vocalization, but rather 
only the correct representation of the perfective.  

The analysis above involves a symmetry between the [a] and [i] themes, which derives 
the exceptional [ɛ-ɛ] vocalization class (20d). One possible objection is that there are only seven 
verbs in this class. Indeed, while the distribution the two vocalization classes in the [a]-theme is 

11 Some verbs are unambiguous with respect to this choice. As we saw in the statistical survey in (12) above, if the 
theme is [a], and the 2nd or 3rd consonants are emphatics, then the vowel of the stem will always be the input to 
apophony. A verb in the [i]-theme with a 2nd or 3rd post-velar or emphatic will unequivocally belong to the [i-a] 
class. For other verbs, there are clear tendencies: most verbs in the [i]-theme belong to the [i-a] class. Verbs in the 
[a]-theme with 2nd or 3rd post-velars may appear in either of the two classes, but exhibit a very strong tendency to 
belong to their own specific class [a-a]. 
12 I assume that if the theme is in V1, i.e. it is irrelevant for apophony, it disappears completely from the 
representation of the imperfective. For most verbs, this irrelevance could be claimed to follow from the fate of the 
V1 position in the imperfective -iQv1Tv2L, which is never realized. However, in biradicals (26 below), V1 is the only 
position realized in the imperfective, and it hosts the apophonized vowel. 
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even, their distribution in the [i]-theme is extremely uneven. Still, the reason is clear, at least 
under the probable assumption that the ancestor of PA was more like CA in the relevant respect. 
The two vocalization classes of the [a]-theme are present in CA, whereas the [ɛ-ɛ] vocalization 
class is an emergent development of PA. Most verbs in the [i]-theme correspond to QaTiL verbs 
in CA, and accordingly have imperfectives with [a], so it is likely that most perfectives will be 
lexicalized as /QøTiL/. It is rather a strength of the analysis and not a weakness that it depicts an 
architecture from which this new vocalization class can emerge naturally. 

The final difference between CA and PA was the absence of the [u-u] vocalization. Why 
can’t the lexical vowel /u/ of PA be a theme vowel? Why is [QuToL] not a legitimate perfective 
form? The answer is probably diachronic, but the fact can nevertheless be stated synchronically 
with the help of the apophonic chain. Assuming that the perfective is always the base of 
derivation, the synchronic statement in (21) suffices: 
 
(21) In the PA verbal system, [u] is always the result of apophony. 
 
This statement rules out not only an [u-u] class, where /u/ would have been situated in V2 and the 
input to apophony, but also an [u-ɛ] class where /u/ would have been in V1. 

For completeness, a word is due regarding the large class of verbs with 2nd or 3rd post-
velar consonants in the [a]-theme. This class resists apophony, with both the perfective and the 
imperfective exhibiting [a]. The corresponding class in CA was analyzed by Guerssel (2003) in a 
way that is by and large compatible with the present analysis. Verbs of the [a-a] class, Guerssel 
claimed, are the guttural version of the CA [a-i] class, where there is no lexical vowel. Because 
of this absence, the low vowel of the perfective is represented as originating in the guttural. This 
proposal is adapted to the PA analysis in (22a). For such verbs, I propose, the theme and its 
position are irrelevant, because the vocalization coming from the guttural will cancel the theme. 
Just like in CA, because the vowel is linked to an adjacent consonant, it will remain stable in the 
imperfective too.   
 
(22)  Representations of the perfective and imperfective with guttural 2nd or 3rd consonants 
 

a. /føtøħ/ => [fataħ]  b. /iftøħ/ => [iftaħ]   
f i/a t i/a ħ     i f  t  ħ          
│  │  │     │ │  │  │          
C V1 C V C V   C V C V1 C V C V 

 
        

 
Guerssel argues convincingly that this is not a phonological process, because it does not apply 
whenever its conditions are met. Indeed, there is no trace of it in measures other than M1 in CA. 
This is also true in PA. In Guerssel’s analysis, the association of the post-velar to V2 is blocked 
when there is a lexical vowel, and this can be shown for PA too, by the handful of verbs which 
belong to the [a-u] and [i-a] vocalization classes (23a,b). PA also adds the 7 exceptions in [a-i], 
one of which appears in (23c). This class was analyzed as having an [a]-theme in V1. The 
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existence of such verbs further supports Guerssel’s view of the process (22) as non-phonological, 
in that there are exceptions even within words with no vowel in V2.13  
 
(23)  The three other possibilities for M1 verbs with 2nd or 3rd post-velars 
 
  a. [daxal]-[udxol] ‘enter’ b. [rijɛʕ]-[irjaʕ] ‘return’          c. [raʕad]-[irʕɛd] ‘be thunderous’ 
  

d   x a l    r  j i ʕ    r a ʕ   d   
│  │ │ │    │  │ │ │    │ │ │  │   
C V1 C V2 C V   C V1 C V2 C V   C V1 C V2 C V  

 
 
With these representations, we have covered the perfective and imperfective stems of all strong 
verbs in PA. For each of the two possible perfective vocalizations, the speaker has to interpret 
the position of the vowel in the perfective, and this position will determine whether the vowel 
will be a source for apophony or not. Having made that decision, the apophonic chain will yield 
all four patterns that are open for all consonants. The fifth, exclusively post-velar [a-a] pattern 
was accounted for by attributing the perfective vocalization to the post-velar. We will now see 
that the same principles predict correctly the behavior of weak verbal stems. 
 
 
4.3. Confirming the analysis beyond strong verbs 
 
In this subsection, we explore the attested patterns in weak verbs. The table in (24) repeats the 
three types of weak verbs: biradical, hollow and weak-final verbs: 
 
(24) Weak verbs in M1  
  

Weak type perf. imperf.  apophonic step 
M1 biradical    [a-i] ħall ħill ‘solve’ ø=>i 
                         [a-u] ħat ̣t ̣ ħut ̣ṭ ‘put’ a=>u 
M1 hollow        [a-i] ṣa:r ṣi:r ‘become’ ø=>i 
   [a-u] ka:n ku:n ‘be’ a=>u 
M1 weak-final  [a-i] rama irmi ‘throw’ ø=>i 
    [i-a] nisi insa ‘forget’ i=>a 

 
Each of the weak types enters one of the groups already established for strong verbs. In the 
biradical and hollow verbs, the base never belongs to the [i]-theme.14 The base vowel can either 

13 Another interesting support for the representation of the imperfective in (22) has to do with the stress patterns of 
PA. As will be mentioned in the section on inflection (footnote 18), when the imperfective of a regular strong verb is 
followed by a V-initial suffix, its syllabification exhibits variation, e.g. yiktɛb+u => yíktibu~yíkitbu ‘that they 
write’. Verbs with post velars as in (22) don’t exhibit that variation: yiftaħ+u => yíftaħu, *yífatħu. This makes sense 
if the vowel in V2 is attached to C3. 
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be the input to apophony or not, and this decision will determine the vocalization of the 
imperfective according to the apophonic chain.15 In weak-final verbs, there are once again two 
themes. Unlike in strong verbs, there is no ambiguity as to the status of the vowel: all weak-final 
verbs of the [a]-theme behave as if this vowel were default and not the input to apophony, and in 
the [i]-theme the vowel of all weak-final verbs of is always treated as lexical.16 Weak verbs, if 
so, exhibit a greater extent of predictability: only one type of weak verb has a theme distinction, 
and within that theme there is only one way to interpret the vowel. It is further noteworthy that 
like strong verbs, weak verbs exhibit all and only the three stages of the apophonic derivation 
ø=>i=>a=>u. In that, they support the analysis of the system with this theoretical tool.  
 Let us now go over the representations of all these verbs, however briefly, in order to be 
explicit about the analysis proposed. First, I assume that the association of segments to template 
proceeds from the edges inwards, with consonants spreading leftwards (otherwise, there are 
problems with M2; see Yip 1988, Buckley 1990). Second, as will be elaborated upon in the next 
section, I assume that verbs with two surface consonants are based on roots with a /ø/ element. 
This /ø/ must be represented as occupying a position in the template, because otherwise, given 
the edge-in mapping, all weak verbs would behave identically.  
 The representations of the two types of weak-final verbs are provided in (25a,b). The ø 
element occupies the final position. All verbs of the [a] theme will be represented as in (25a), 
and all those of the [i] theme as in (25b). The representations of hollow verbs are provided in 
(25c,d). The ø element occupies the second consonantal position of the root. Again, whether the 
theme /a/ is positioned in V1 or V2 will determine the vocalization of the imperfective.  
 
(25) The representation of bases with weak elements 
  
  a. [rama] ([-irmi]) ‘throw’        b. [nisi] ([-insa]) ‘forget’   
  

r  a m  ø    n  s i ø           
│ │ │  │    │  │ │ │           
C V1 C V2 C V   C V1 C V2 C V          

 
 
 
 
 
 

14 The question of why there are no [i]-theme biradical or hollow verbs is open. At present, it seems to me that the 
reason is diachronic; viz. the scarcity of such verbs in CA (again, assuming that CA in this respect corresponds to 
the situation of the ancestor of PA).  
15 As in strong verbs, all biradical verbs with a 2nd emphatic belong to the [a-u] group. The situation in hollow verbs 
is less clear. There are hollow verbs that begin with an emphatic in both groups, but one could claim that the initial 
consonant does not have an influence in strong verbs either. There is only one verb with a final emphatic, [fa:ḍ]-
[fi:ḍ] ‘abound’, and it is in the “wrong” group. 
16 There are two exceptions: [miši]-[imši] ‘walk’, and [biki]-[ibki] ‘cry’. These could be used to confirm the parallel 
with strong verbs [misɛk]-[yimsɛk] ‘hold’ (the fact that there are only two can be explained proportionally, because 
there are also a lot less QiTi verbs than QiTiL verbs). But establishing a perfect parallel with strong verbs is 
impossible, since there are no [Qata]-[yiQTu] verbs. 
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c. [ṣa:r] ([-s ̣i:r]) ‘become’        d. [ka:n] ([-ku:n]) ‘be’    
 

s ̣  a ø  r    k  ø a n           
│ │ │  │    │  │ │ │           
C V1 C V2 C V   C V1 C V2 C V          

 
 
The substance of ø becomes crucial in distinguishing biradicals from hollow verbs. If mapping is 
edge-in, the initial representation of biradicals must be as in (26), with the second consonant 
mapped to the last consonantal position. The element ø must be absent from this representation 
in order to explain the subsequent spreading of the second consonant to the second consonantal 
position in biradicals but not in hollow verbs above. Independently of this issue, biradicals 
present a slight complication, because V2 is never realized in the perfective. This might give the 
impression that our analysis wrongly predicts only one vocalization class, or even no 
vocalization class. But this impression is a false one: apophony takes as its input the vowel 
present in the lexical representation of V2.  In strong verbs, apophony takes as its input an empty 
V2 before the V1 vocalization occupies it ([katab]-[ikteb], ø=>i); similarly, it may take as its 
input an empty/full vocalization before the spreading of the final radical disallows its realization 
in V2. Thus, the input to apophony in (26a) is /ø/, because /a/ is in V1, but it is /a/ in (26b).  
 
(26) Biradicals: perfective bases 
  
  a. [ħall]-([-ħill]) ‘solve’          b. [ħaṭṭ]-([-ħut ̣ṭ]) ‘put’    

ħ  a   l    ħ   a ṭ           
│ │   │    │   │ │           
C V1 C V2 C V   C V1 C V2 C V          

 
 
Biradicals attest to the complete absence of a V1 theme vowel in the imperfective. In biradical 
imperfectives, V1 - the position immediately following the first consonant - is the only position 
realized. Nevertheless, it is the apophonized V2 of the perfective which is found in this position 
in the imperfective stem, not the /a/ of the perfective. 
 As mentioned in the beginning of this subsection, there is no [i]-theme in hollow and 
biradical verbs. As it stands, the account cannot motivate this distribution, as it cannot explain 
the unambiguous treatment of the [a]-theme of weak-final verbs as V1 themes. However, the 
representations in (25) and (26) do allow us to state the gaps in distribution as in (27): 
 
(27) Gaps in the distribution of themes in weak verbs 
 i) [i] can be a theme only if C2 is lexically occupied by an element other than ø. 
 ii) [a] can be a V2 theme only if C3 is lexically occupied by an element other than ø. 
 
To summarize, the analysis of the bases of inflection in PA easily extends from strong verbs to 
weak ones. All of the patterns in weak verbs are also attested in weak bases. A few distributional 
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gaps among weak verbs, though still awaiting motivation, can be easily defined by 
independently-necessary analytic tools. 
 Verbs in measures other than M1, as mentioned several times above, also follow the 
apophonic chain while showing more predictability than strong M1 verbs. There is only an [a]-
theme, and it is always treated as appearing in V1, so that the imperfective always has a vowel /i/ 
(realized [ɛ] word finally), the exception being M6, which is consistently derived by 
concatenation rather than by apophony. When the imperfective form necessitates more than one 
vowel, the /a/ of the theme reappears if the position to be realized immediately follows the first 
radical, as in M2. If it is the prefixal position to be realized, it is the default [i] which is used, as 
in M1.  
 
(28) Representative measures other than 1 
  

Measure perf. imperf.  
2 - [a-ɛ] kammal kammɛl ‘complete’ 
3 - [a-ɛ] ʔ-akram ʔ-ikrɛm ‘respect’ 
4 - [a-ɛ] n-ʔalab n-iʔlɛb ‘turn over’ 
5 - [a-ɛ] f-t-akar if-t-kɛr ‘think’ 
6 - [a-a] t-naffas it-naffas ‘breathe’ 

 
The entire system of bases can be summarized as in (29), where <Q,T,L> stand for the 
consonants of the stem and G for guttural and post-velar cononants. Every branching node 
represents arbitrary distinctions that the learner must record. Given a root, the speaker has to 
know in which measure it appears. In measures other than M1, the derivation of both perfective 
and imperfective will be predictable: the imperfective stem will have a vocalization <a,a>, and 
the apophony that derives the imperfective will take as its input the lack of lexical vowel.17 If the 
verb is in M1, then the number and character of its radicals is relevant. If it is a biradical or a 
hollow verb, then there is no doubt about the surface form of the perfective stem, because of the 
statements in (27) above. The speaker will nevertheless have to decide on the representation of 
the theme of this stem as originating in V1 or V2, depending on the imperfective form. For the 
weak-final verbs, the theme is not predictable: the speaker will need to remember what root goes 
with what theme. But once the theme is chosen, there is no ambiguity: the weak-final [a]-theme 
must originate in V1, because of (27b), and the [i]-theme will originate in V2. Finally, triradical 
roots involve the most choices. First, the theme of the root must be memorized. Then, it must be 
decided, on the basis of the imperfective, whether the theme originates in V1 or V2 (recall that if 
the theme is /a/ and the 2nd or 3rd consonants an emphatic, then there is no choice  ̶  the theme is 
treated as originating in V2). Finally, a large majority of the [a]-theme verbs with 2nd or 3rd post-
velars do not alter their V2 vocalization in the imperfective. Note that in all of the cases in which 
there is a choice for the original position of the theme, the speaker must be exposed to the 
imperfective form. This exposure helps establish the representation of the perfective base as one 
of the five options in (19) and (22) above. Once that representation is established, the form of the 
imperfective needn’t be stored, because it is predictable by the apophonic chain.  
 

17 From an initial scrutiny, non-triradical roots in measures other than M1 also behave predictably. With the 
exception of the discussion of weak-final verbs in 4.2 below, I leave this topic for further investigation. 
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(29) Arrangement of the PA verbal system 
 
       Root 
 
    M1      Other measures 
                      
                                    ø=>i 

 biradical      triradical  <a,a> => a/i,i 
       
   hollow  weak-final  strong 
 
 
Stem: QaTT  Qa:T  QaTa   QiTi  QaTaL     QiTiL   QaTaG/QaGaL 
 
           a=>u ø=>i          a=>u  ø=>i           ø=>i             i=>a                a=>u                   ø=>i        i=>a                   ø=>i  

V2   -QuTT  -Qu:T      -QTa  -QTuL     QTaL         QTa 
   
V1   -QiTT  -Qi:T  -QTi   -QTiL  QTiL 
 
With the exception of the triradical post-velar verbs, all of the perfective-imperfective pairings in 
PA involve a single step in the apophonic chain of Guerssel and Lowenstamm (1993, 1996). The 
analysis thus provides synchronic support for existence of this derivational schema. 
 An additional note is due with regards to storage. In the last 20 years or so, a current in 
study of Semitic Morphology has emerged where roots are not viewed as morphemes (e.g. Bat El 
2003). Rather, it is stems that are stored, and the form of the stem establishes its classification in 
a given measure. In this analysis, the only psychologically real level of morphological activity is 
that represented by the “stem” level in (29). The analysis in this paper is compatible with this 
view too, as long as the stems that are stored can make similar distinctions between a V1 and V2 
position of the theme.  

To summarize the discussion of the bases of inflection in this section of the paper, it was 
shown that all of these bases behave analogously and according to the apophonic chain. In the 
next section, an account will be provided for the inflectional paradigm of these stems.  
 
 
5. Inflection 
 
In the introduction, I mentioned a recurrent question in Semitic morphology: what is the identity 
of the weak segment of weak verbs such that it gives rise to all and only the differences between 
weak and strong verbs? I have anticipated my answer to this in both the introduction and the 
previous section: I adopt Chekayri and Scheer’s view that that segment is the null /ø/. In this 
section, I will motivate this claim through a study of the inflection of PA verbs. The section 
begins by laying the foundations of the analysis with the examination of the inflection of strong 
verbs, and then moves on to the inflection of verbs with weak elements. 
 
5.1. Strong verbs 
 
The table in (30) presents the inflection of the representative strong verbs [katab] ‘write’, [daras] 
‘study’ and [rikɛb] ‘ride’, with stress also marked. As is well known (e.g. Brame 1974), stress in 
PA is completely predictable from \syllable structure. It falls on the last heavy syllable, namely 
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non-final closed or long syllables. If there is no heavy syllable, stress falls on the antepenultimate 
syllable.18 
 
(30) The inflection of the three types of strong verbs (JA pronunciation; elicited by author) 
 

  a. b. c. 
  perf. imperf. perf. imperf. perf. imperf. 
3 msg kátab yíktɛb dáras yúdros ríkɛb yírkab 
 fmsg kátbat tíktɛb dársat túdros ríkbat tírkab 
 pl kátabu yíktibu dárasu yúdrusu ríkbu yírkabu 
2 msg katábt tíktɛb darást túdros rkíbt tírkab 
 fmsg katábti tíktɛb darásti túdros rkíbti tírkabi 
 pl katábtu tíktibu darástu túdrusu rkíbtu tírkabu 
1 sg katábt ʔáktɛb darást ʔúdros rkíbt ʔárkab 
 pl katábna níktɛb darásna núdros rkíbna nírkab 

  
In terms of the form of the stem, the imperfective is always [VCCVC], while the distribution of 
stems in the perfective depends on their theme and on the environment of the stem. One must 
distinguish four environments: pre-consonantal, unsuffixed, before 3pl [-u], and before 2fmsg    
[-at]. In the preconsonantal environment, verbs of the [a]-theme remain segmentally identical to 
the disyllabic unsuffixed stem, whereas verbs of the [i]-stem are reduced to a monosyllabic stem 
[CCVC]. Before vowel-initial suffixes, verbs of the [i]-stem have their second vowel syncopated. 
The same thing happens in the [a]-theme, but only before the [-at] suffix; before [-u], the stem 
remains identical. These alternations are summarized in (31):  
 
(31) The stems of the perfective conjugation  
 

 [a]-theme [i]-theme 
Preconsonantal katáb msík 

unsuffixed 
kátab 

mísɛk 
before 3pl [-u] 

mísk 
before 3fmsg [-at] kátb 

 
The phenomena to explain are syncope and its sensitivity to vowel quality and syllable structure. 
For the vowel [i], Kager (1999) formalizes a constraint banning this vowel in an open syllable 
(based on Brame 1974). In the present framework, one can also understand why /i/ has to 
syncopate in an open syllable: its position is governed. This is shown in (32) for both cases of /i/-
syncope. For the unsuffixed case /misik/, one may assume, as Kager does, that because the vowel 
is stressed it cannot be syncopated.  

18 As discussed in footnote 13, When the imperfective is suffixed, an alternative syllabification VCVCCV is 
available, e.g. [yudrusu]~[yudursu] ‘that they study’. This form poses a problem for the generalization about stress, 
but the issue is tangential here: see Kenstowicz and Kisseberth (1979) for solution for both the alternation and the 
stress. 
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(32)  Syncope of /i/ in unstressed, governed syllable 19 
 

a. /misik-t/ => [msikt] b. a. /misik-u/ => [misku] 
m  i s i k  t    m i s i k u   
│  │ │ │  │    │ │ │  │ │   
C V C V C V - C V   C V C V C V - C V 

 
  government          government 

 
The same cannot be said of the syncope of the vowel /a/ in [katbat] ‘she wrote’ vs. [kátabu] ‘they 
wrote’, if only because unlike [i]-syncope, [a]-syncope is not a general phonological process of 
the language. Rather, it seems that it is the difference in prosody between the suffixes [-at] and  
[-u] that must be responsible for the syncope in this case. A possible explanation is the following. 
There is a requirement for base+agreement-suffix to be prosodified under a single foot. As has 
been claimed many times for various dialects of Arabic (see Watson 2011 for an overview), final 
vowels are extrametrical, so the sequence /katab-u/ is prosodified [{kata}b-u], and no violation 
of the prosodic requirement is incurred. In contrast, the vowel of the suffix /-at/ is not final and 
thus cannot be extrametrical. Thus, in order to prosodify the entire sequence /katab-at/ into one 
foot, one of the vowels must be syncopated. Syncopated positions must be governed, so either 
the first or the second /a/ can syncopate. Since initial clusters are more marked than medial, 
heterosyllabic ones, it will be the second /a/ that will syncopate to yield [{katbat}]. For this 
reasoning to be generalizable, one must assume that /i/-syncope holds regardless of metrical 
considerations; otherwise one would expect *[mísiku]. 
 
 
5.2. Weak-final verbs 
 
The table in (33) presents the inflection of the two types of weak final verbs, contrasting them 
with their strong counterparts: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

19 The suffix /u:/ is represented as long. There are no length distinctions in this position; I assume thus that for 
markedness reasons, all final vowels are lexically long in PA and shortened because of their position (see   
McCarthy 2005 for identical facts in Cairene Arabic). 
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(33) The inflection of the two types of weak verbs with their strong counterparts (JA 
pronunciation; elicited by author) 

 
 [a-theme], voc. class [a-i]  [i]-theme, voc. class [i-a] 
 perfective imperfective  perfective imperfective 
 strong weak strong weak  strong weak strong weak 
3 kátab ráma yíktɛb yírmi 3 ríkɛb nísi yírkab yínsa 
 kátbat rámat tíktɛb tírmi  ríkbat nísyat tírkab tínsa 
 kátabu rámu yíktibu yírmu  ríkbu nísyu yírkabu yínsu 
2 katábt ramé:t tíktɛb tírmi 2 rkíbt nsí:t tírkab tínsa 
 katábti ramé:ti tíktɛb tírmi  rkíbti nsí:ti tírkabi tínsi 
 katábtu ramé:tu tíktibu tírmu  rkíbtu nsí:tu tírkabu tínsu 
1 katábt rame:t ʔáktɛb ʔármi 1 rkíbt nsí:t ʔárkab ʔánsa 
 katábna ramé:na níktɛb nírmi  rkíbna nsí:na nírkab nínsa 
 ‘write’ ‘throw’    ‘ride’ ‘forget’   

 
As can be seen in (33), weak-final verbs are well-behaved in terms of stress. They are also well-
behaved in terms of [i]-syncope: the first underlying /i/ of /nisi+t/ is not stressed in the surface 
[nsi:t], and therefore syncopates under government. Like strong verbs, weak-final verbs exhibit a 
single stem in the imperfective. There is one difference: the final vowel of both types of weak-
final verbs does not surface when a suffix is attached: /tinsa+i/ => [tinsi] ‘that you (fmsg) 
forget’; /tirmi+u/ => [tirmu] ‘that you(pl) throw’. In the perfective, we observe the same 
phenomenon, but only in the [a]-theme: /rama+u/ => [ramu] ‘they threw’, but /nisi+u/ => 
[nisyu]. Another important fact is that the preconsonantal weak-final verb has a long vowel, [e:] 
in the [a]-theme and [i:] for the [i]-theme. There are thus three phenomena to explain:  

i) The disappearance of the second (or only) stem vowel in certain cases, but not in    
others;  

ii) The lengthening of the preconsonantal vowel; and  
iii) The quality of the preconsonantal vowel.  
Now recall our question regarding weak verbs. What does the speaker know about the 

missing element in weak verbs? Chekayri and Scheer (1996) is devoted to answering this 
question for CA. Their main claim is that such verbs in fact have a null element in the weak 
position. The position is filled in a manner that is predictable from its environment. Roughly the 
same claim can be made for PA, as we will now see.  
 In (34), the preconsonantal weak-final forms are presented in the same template as the 
preconsonantal triradical in (32a) above. As we saw in the previous section, in weak-final forms 
there is no doubt whether the vocalization of V2 is a copy of V1 or present lexically in V2: if it is 
[a]  ̶  it originates in V1, and if it is [i]  ̶  it originates in V2. For this reason, the representation of 
the [a]-theme weak-final verb [rame:t] ‘I/he threw’ in (34a) has a floating /a/ above V1, while V2 
is empty. The parallel representation in (34b) has /i/ above the V2 position. What makes weak-
final verbs special is that the last consonantal position C3 is also empty. According to Chekayri 
and Scheer, this position may be filled by apophony or by spreading from adjacent vowels. In 
(34a), there is never an adjacent vowel  ̶  an independently-established fact as the input to the 
imperfective apophony is /ø/  ̶  and the result is that the ø in C3 itself apophonizes to become /i/. 
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The V1 /a/ will eventually occupy also V2, and the combination of the copied /a/ and that /i/ gives 
the long [e:].20 In (34b), there is always an adjacent lexical vowel /i/; the C3 position is simply 
engulfed by the spreading of that vowel and may therefore remain unassociated.21  
  
(34)  Weak-final verbs: pre-consonantal forms 
 

a. [rame:-t] ‘I/you(msg) threw’ b. [nisi:-t] ‘I/you(msg) forgot’ 
r  a m  ø=>i  t    n  s i   t  
│ │ │   │  │    │  │ │   │  
C V1 C V  C3 V - C V   C V C V2 C3 V - C V 

 
 
With the representations above, both the length and the quality of the preconsonantal vowel have 
been explained. No underlying phonemic identity has to be attributed to a third element in the 
weak-final root.  
 The unsuffixed forms, whose representations we have already encountered in the 
previous section, do not necessitate postulating a specific phonemic identity for the third 
element. An equally probable assumption is that the edges of templates simply drop when not 
identified, as in (35).22 The imperfective vocalization is obtained as claimed, by apophony from 
the perfective base. 
 
(35) Weak-final verbs: pre-consonantal forms 
 

a. [rama] ‘he threw’    b. [nisi] ‘he forgot’ 
r  a m ø  ø        n  s i ø    
│ │ │            │  │ │     
C V1 C V  C3 V         C V C V2  C3 V    

 
 

c. [yirmi] ‘that he throw’ (ø=>i)   d. [yinsa] ‘that he forget’ (i=>a) 
y  i r  m    i       y  i n  s a   
│ │ │  │ │       │ │ │  │ │   
C V - C V C V   C3 V      C V - C V2  C3 V   C3 V  

 
We may now turn to the elision of certain vowels in contact with vowel-initial suffixes. As we 
saw, [a] is always elided, whereas [i] is only elided in the imperfective, where it is the result of 
apophony. In the perfective, where [i] is lexical, it does not disappear before vowel-initial 

20 Some dialects in the Levant actually pronounce these verbs as in CA, with a diphthong [ay]. See (Fleisch 1974: 
223) for Lebanese dialects. 
21 It must be assumed that the consonants of C-initial suffixes cannot occupy positions in the stem. 
22 The question is raised then why [rama] is not *[ram], without copy and V2 dropped along with V3. The answer is 
that CVC words are subminimal in Arabic. Although I do not know of any studies in CVCV which formalize 
minimality conditions, the rule for PA can be “besides the parametric licensing of the final empty nucleus, words 
must involve more than one nucleus.” Note that the question is irrelevant for /nisi/, which has a lexical vowel in V2.  
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suffixes. As we will now see, these facts confirm the analysis of the weak-final [a]-theme as 
positioned in V1 and the [i]-theme as positioned in V2. 
 In the unsuffixed stem [rama] in (35a) above, the second vowel is a copy of the first; in 
consequence, when there is no need for copy, or when copy would create an illicit hiatus, it 
simply does not occur. Such a case is presented by suffixed [ram-u] in (36a): the suffix vowel 
(which again is to be analyzed as long, McCarthy 2005) is added to the rightmost edge of the 
template and occupies the two rightmost V positions. As a result, there is no position requiring to 
be filled. The rightmost stretch of the template, the suffixal CV, is dropped. Contrast this to the 
situation in (36b), where the vowel is not copied, but lexically associated to V2. In this case, the 
suffix cannot replace the base vowel. The /i/ must be realized. To resolve the resulting hiatus, /i/ 
branches onto C3. This permits the syncope of the governed branch and its dissociation from V2. 
The forms of both imperfectives can be achieved by stating that apophony, whether its output is 
[a] or [i], simply does not occur when the position can be filled by a suffixed vowel (as it would 
create a hiatus). 
  
(36)  Weak-final verbs: pre-consonantal forms 
 

a. [ram-u] ‘they threw’ b. [nisy-u] ‘I/he forgot’ 
r  a m   u    n  s i   u  
│ │ │         │  │ │     
C V1 C V  C3 V - C V    C V C V2 C3 V - C V 

 
  

c. [yirm-u] ‘that they throw’  b. [yins-u] ‘that they forget’   
y  i r  m   u   y  i n  s    u  
│ │ │  │       │ │ │  │      
C V - C V C V  C V - C V  C V - C V C V  C  V - C V 

 
Thus, the distinction between a lexically-positioned vowel and one derived by apophony receives 
empirical support. Even though the vowel is [i] in both [nisi] ‘he forgot’ and [yirmi] ‘that he 
throw’, the [i]’s behave differently before the same plural suffix [-u]. 

In none of the representations above were there phonemic properties assigned to a third 
element in the root. Rather, the independently-established lexical, default or apophonized status 
of the perfective or imperfective vocalizations, in combination with the suffixal environment, 
determined how the verb would be realized.  

For completeness, it is worth to examine the situation of weak-final verbs in measures 
other than M1. The representative measures used in this paper are repeated in (37), contrasting 
strong and weak verbs:  
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(37) Measures and vocalization-based classes in PA (JA pronunciation) 
  

a. Weak-final verbs, M2-6  b. Strong verbs, M2-6 

Measure perf. imperf.   Measure perf. imperf.  
2 - [a-i] rabba rabbi ‘raise’  2 - [a-i] kammal kammɛl ‘complete’ 

3 - [a-i] ʔ-alʁa ʔ-ilʁi ‘cancel’  3 - [a-i] ʔ-akram ʔ-ikrɛm ‘respect’ 
4 - [a-i] n-ʕada n-iʕdi ‘be infected’  4 - [a-i] n-ʔalab n-iʔlɛb ‘turn over’ 

5 - [a-i] k-t-afa k-t-fi ‘be satisfied’  5 - [a-i] f-t-akar f-t-kɛr ‘think’ 
6 - [a-a] t-xabba t-xabba ‘hide’  6 - [a-a] t-naffas t-naffas ‘breathe’ 

 
As can be seen again in (37b), strong verbs in M2-5 behave like the [a-i] class of M1, while M6 
always has [a] in V2, regardless of aspect (this vowel is in bold). Weak verbs conform to exactly 
the same generalizations: all weak-final verbs in M2-5 behave like the [a-i] class of M1, while 
those in M6 have a stable [a] in V2. If somehow weak-final verbs had anything other than /ø/ as a 
third radical, we could expect a different behavior in these different environments. But in reality, 
the situation is perfectly compatible with the main claim of the subsection, namely that weak 
radicals are simple ø, as claimed in Chekayri and Scheer (1996, 2003). Whereas these authors 
made that claim for a standardized, unspoken language, in the present paper it is shown to hold 
in synchrony, too, in the PA system.23  

So far, the emergent status of weak radicals has been proven for weak-final verbs only. In 
the next subsection, hollow verbs are analyzed along similar lines. 
 
 
5.3. Hollow verbs 
 
As we saw in the section on the inflectional bases, hollow verbs appear only with the [a]-theme. 
Discussing only the inflectional bases disregards the interesting behavior that these verbs display 
in their preconsonantal form of the perfective. As shown in (38), whereas in strong verbs the 
same stem is used throughout the perfective (with the exception of the syncope before [-at]), in 
hollow verbs there is a special stem in the preconsonantal position, showing the same 
apophonized vowel as in the perfective, only short. Interestingly, Chekayri and Scheer (2003) 
leave the similar fact from CA for further investigation, which is yet to be initiated. 
 
 
 
 
 

23 Chekayri and Scheer’s (1996, 2003) analysis is generally more intricate and makes slightly different claims than 
those advanced here, if only because the system of CA is more varied in this respect. In general, they accord more 
importance to apophony. For instance, for (34b), their analysis is that apophony also applies, yielding the diphthong 
/iy/ which then is changed to a long /i:/. There are reasons to believe this claim for CA, but less so for PA, where one 
can simply say that spreading is preferred over apophony.  
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(38) The inflection of the two types of hollow verbs with their strong counterparts (JA 
pronunciation; elicited by author) 24 

 
 voc. class [a-i]  voc. class [i-a] 
 perfective imperfective  perfective imperfective 
 strong hollow strong weak  strong weak strong weak 
3 kátab ṣá:r yíkteb yṣí:r 3 dáras ká:n yúdros yku:n 
 kátbat ṣá:rat tíkteb tṣí:r  dársat ká:nat túdros tku:n 
 kátabu ṣá:ru yíktibu yṣí:ru  dárasu ká:nu yúdrusu yku:nu 
2 katábt ṣírt tíkteb tṣí:ri 2 darást kunt túdros tku:n 
 katábti ṣírti tíkteb tṣí:ri  darásti kunti túdros tku:ni 
 katábtu ṣírtu tíktibu tṣí:ru  darástu kuntu túdrusu tku:nu 
1 katábt ṣírt ʔákteb ʔaṣí:r 1 darást kunt ʔúdros ʔaku:n 
 katábna ṣírna níkteb nṣí:r  darásna kunna núdros nku:n 
 ‘write’ ‘become’    ‘study’ ‘be’   

 
We have seen that weak-final verbs also have a specific form for the preconsonantal stem; but it 
was the missing consonant that underwent apophony, not the vocalization… Why would there be 
apophony of the vocalization in the precosonantal position? As we will see presently, in hollow 
verbs, too, it is the consonantal position that is apophonized - but the syllabic conditions obscure 
this fact.   
 First, consider the unsuffixed and prevocalic forms of the imperfective paradigm, 
presented in (39). In the unsuffixed forms (39a,b), the theme provides the vocalization. It is a fact 
about PA that it allows final CVVC syllables, so there is nothing wrong with the representation. 
In the prevocalic stems in (39c,d), the same long vowel stands in a non-final open syllable. In 
such a configuration, as shown in the representations, the right branch of the long vowel is 
governed by the following nucleus. We know that PA allows such syllables too. Note that in all 
these representations the vowel is long, and C2 is engulfed and need not be realized. 
 
(39) Prevocalic and unsuffixed hollow verbs in the perfective  
 

a. [ṣa:r] ‘he became’ b. [ka:n] ‘he was’ 
ṣ  a ø    r     k  ø a n    
│ │    │      │   │ │    
C V1 C2 V2  C3 V      C V C V2 C3 V    

 
 
 
 

24 A reviewer reports that in some rural Palestinian dialects, the preconsonantal version of the verb ‘to be’ is [ʧint], 
but still corresponds to imperfective [-ʧu:n] (*k affricated into [ʧ] regardless of the following vowel in these 
dialects). This is only problematic if such dialects contrast /i/ and /u/ in this environment: neutralization of these two 
sounds might be the result either of the reduced length in a doubly-closed syllable or of the affricated *k. 
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c. [ṣa:rat] ‘she became’ d. [ka:nat] ‘she was’ 
ṣ  a ø    r     a       t     k  ø a n a     t  
│ │    │ │     │     │   │ │ │    │  
C V1 C2 V2  C3 V -  C  V    C V C V2 C3 V  -  C V 

 
 
We know at the same time that PA, like many other languages, does not allow long vowels in 
closed syllables. Within CVCV, this was formalized in Lowenstamm (1996) by stating that the 
nucleus under the right branch of non-final long vowels (V2 in 39c,d) has to be governed by a 
following nucleus. If it isn’t, it cannot be realized. This of course formalizes the problem of 
preconsonantal stems, shown in (40). If the second nucleus of the long vowel cannot be realized, 
C2 is no longer engulfed and cannot remain silent.  
 
(40) Preconsonantal hollow verbs: impossible for a vowel to branch onto V3 
 

a. [ṣirt] ‘I/you(msg) became’ b. [kunt] ‘‘I/you(msg) were’ 
ṣ  a ø    r             t     k  ø a n a     t  
│ │    │        │     │   │ │ │    │  
C V1 C2 V2  C3 V -  C  V    C V C2 V2 C3 V  -  C V 

 
 
We have seen a similar situation in weak-final verbs: the consonantal position was then realized 
by apophony. When the theme was in V1, the input to apophony was ø. This gives the prediction 
in (41c) for verbs like [ṣa:r]: C2 will be realized as /i/. We would thus expect the form to be 
realized as /ṣayrt/. Because diphthongs cannot survive in closed syllable, the vowels will 
coalesce to /e/. But as we also saw, mid vowels are never found in CVCC syllabifications. 
Elsewhere, one finds [i] in their place, as indeed one finds here. In other words, apophonizing C2, 
when combined with the general rules of the language, it yields the correct [ṣirt]. Contrast this to 
the situation depicted in (41b), in which the theme is independently known to be situated in V2 
(by the fact that it is the input to imperfective apophony). Since V2 vowels can be apophonized, 
in order to fill the C2 position the lexical vowel is apophonized and gives /u/. We expect /kawnt/, 
which by the same generalizations as its unround counterpart is correctly predicted to be realized 
as [kunt].  
 
(41) Preconsonantal hollow verbs: apophony 
 

a. /ṣert/=> [ṣirt] ‘I/you(msg) became’ b. /kont/=> [kunt] ‘‘I/you(msg) were’ 
ṣ  a ø=>i   r             t     k  u<= a n a     t  
│ │ │   │        │     │  │ │ │ │    │  
C V1 C2 V2  C3 V -  C  V    C V C2 V2 C3 V  -  C V 

 
 
Note that the same vowel that appears in the preconsonantal perfective also resurfaces in the 
imperfective [ṣi:r], [ku:n]. This fact follows from our understanding of the mechanism at work in 
realizing the ø consonant, namely the apophonic chain. More precisely, in the present proposal 
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such positions needn’t be realized if a long vowel engulfs them. But if that is not possible, then 
the position will be filled by apophony from the theme in V2, if there is one. If there is no theme 
in V2, the basis of the apophonic derivation will be ø. The logic is the same for both types of 
weak verbs. 
 This section explored the inflectional paradigms of PA verbs. We have seen that 
apophony is a central mechanism in this domain, too. Most notably, this argument was made for 
the inflectional paradigm of weak verbs, which has only been partially treated in the past. 
Chekayri and Scheer (1996, 2003) have proposed for CA that all weak verbs in fact have a null 
element in the weak position, which is in some cases realized according to the apophonic chain. 
That proposal was shown to be correct for PA too, and was successfully extended to the 
inflection of hollow verbs, to which it has never been applied.  
 We can now turn to the problem introduced in the beginning of the paper, regarding the 
inflection of biradicals.  
 
 
6. Biradicals and the Derivational Syllable  
 
There is one last type of M1 verbs which we have not yet examined in detail: biradical verbs. As 
discussed in the introduction, the M1 paradigm of such verbs seems to switch both root and 
template in some word-forms. This can be seen again below: the preconsonantal stem appears 
with the set of endings typical of weak-final verbs (in bold), but the second consonant of the 
stem remains geminated. In this latter fact, the M1 biradical verb becomes identical to the M2 
weak-final verb in all but the 3msg form, as the framing emphasizes. The 3msg form and the 
imperfective paradigm still identify this verb as both M1 and biradical, because no other form in 
M1 has a final geminate. Moreover, biradical have a different form throughout their M2 
paradigm, with three copies of C2; there is no risk of confusion M1 biradicals and M2 biradicals.  
 
(42) Perfective paradigms of strong, biradical and weak-final verbs in M1 and M2 (JA 

pronunciation, elicited by author) 
 

 M1 M2 
 strong weak-final biradical weak-final biradical strong 
3 sákat fáša ħább fášša ħábbab sákkat 
 sáktat fášat ħábbat fáššat ħábbabat sákkatat 
 sákatu fášu ħábbu fáššu ħábbabu sákkatu 
2 sakátt fašé:t ħabbé:t faššé:t ħabbábt sakkátt 
 sakátti fašé:ti ħabbé:ti faššé:ti ħabbabti sakkátti 
 sakáttu fašé:tu ħabbé:tu faššé:tu ħabbábtu sakkáttu 
1 sakátt fašé:t ħabbé:t faššé:t ħabbábt sakkátt 
 sakátna fašé:na ħabbé:na faššé:na ħabbábna sakkátna 
 ‘be silent’ ‘spread (trns.)’ ‘love’ ‘spread (intrns.)’ ‘endear’ ‘silence’ 

 
In CA, biradicals in M1 would have similar 3rd person forms, e.g. [madda (3msg), maddat, 
maddu] ‘extend’, but the two copies are separated in the preconsonantal stem [ħababtu, ħababti 
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etc.]. What accounts for the existence of different forms in PA, and why are they different in 
specifically this way? 
 Interestingly, the Semitic language Tigre, spoken in Eritrea, also portrays the CA pattern, 
e.g. the verb [nadda (3msg), naddat, naddaw (3mpl); nadad-ko, nadad-ka] etc. ‘burn (intr.)’.25 
How is Tigre like CA and unlike PA? The answer is found in the 3msg form. In both Tigre and 
CA, the 3msg is not unsuffixed  ̶  it bears a suffix [-a]. This means that the nucleus engulfed by 
the geminate is governed (43a). It is not governed in the preconsonantal form, and therefore the 
vowel of the base is copied to occupy that position and yield a long-distance geminate (43b; the 
line is dotted to show that there is no real line-crossing). In PA (and most other Arabic dialects), 
in contrast, there is no suffix [-a], and thus the integrity of the geminate in (43c) needs to be 
motivated otherwise, independently of government. Whatever that motivation is, it would also 
hold in the preconsonantal form; but it would leave us with the problematic structure of (43d).26 
 
(43)  3msg vs. preconsonantal biradicals in the perfective in CA and PA 
 

a. CA [madd-a] ‘he extended’ b. CA [madad-ti] ‘you(fmsg) loved’ 
 

ħ  a   b       a     ħ a   b    t i 
│ │   │ │     │ │   │    │ │ 
C V1 C2 V3  C3 V      C V C V2 C3 V  - C V 

 
 

c. PA [ħabb] ‘he loved’ d. *ħabbti ‘you(fmsg) loved’ 
 

ħ  a   b     ħ a   b      t i 
│ │   │      │ │   │     │ │ 
C V1 C2 V3  C3 V      C V C V2 C3 V3  -  C V 

 
 
 
The geminate of (43d) cannot be simplified, because of the requirement for geminate integrity. 
Another conceivable repair is to realize V3 and yield [ħábbiti], with an epenthetic /i/. As we saw, 
however, PA excludes short high vowels in governed positions. Yet another way is for /a/ to 
spread to V3 to yield *[ħabbati]. But as our representation suggest, /a/ is hardwired only to the V1 
and V2 positions; this would be the only case of it propagating to V3. Instead, we find that the 
preconsonantal M1 biradical seems to switch both root and template, and become like a weak-
final M2 verb [ħabbe:t]. As mentioned in the introduction, this is the only case I found of root-
allomorphy in only part of the inflection of one aspect. We will now see that the root allomorphy 
in this case is epiphenomenal. 
 One aspect of Guerssel and Lowenstamm’s (1996) proposal that has been missing from 
most of our representations (only for space reasons) is the derivational syllable, placed between 

25 These data are from my own field notes. 
26 A potential formalization of Geminate Integrity is “no long distance geminates”: copies of the same segment must 
be strictly adjacent to each other. 
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the first and the second CV’s. This templatic space is reserved, in their analysis, to derived 
forms. The representation in (44a) redraws the problematic situation from (43d) with the 
inclusion of that position (framed). If we accept that because of the unavailability of other 
solutions, this syllable become available, we derive the representation in (44b). This 
representation gives exactly the correct and desired result: geminate integrity is preserved; the 
vowel /a/ is allowed to be realized in V2; and C3, just as in preconsonantal final-weak verbs 
((34a) above), must be realized through apophony. The underlying /ħabbayti/ is realized as 
[ħabbe:ti].    
 
(44) Deriving the correct form of preconsonantal biradicals with the derivational syllable 
 

a. *[ħabbti] ‘you(fmsg) loved’ 
ħ a     b   t i 
│ │     │  │ │ 
C V C V C2 V2  C3 V3 - C V 

 
 

b. /ħabbayti/ => [ħabbé:ti] ‘you (fmsg) loved’ 
ħ a   b  ø=>i  t i 
│ │   │  │  │ │ 
C V C V C2 V2  C3 V3 - C V 

 
 
Because our analysis of final-weak verbs regarded the last segment as /ø/, the absence of a 
radical is predicted to give the same result as the presence of /ø/. Thus, because of the 
availability of the derivational syllable in M1, too, there is no need to assume template or root 
allomorphy for biradicals in PA. 27  

This representation in (44b) in fact summarizes the entire account, as it employs all of the 
tools proposed by Guerssel and Lowenstamm and Chekayri and Scheer, upon which our analysis 
relied. In order to understand why the preconsonantal stem seems to switch paradigms, one must 
recognize the necessity of apophony, ø radicals, CVCV and the unique template with the 
derivational CV unit, as well as their principled use in the analysis of this paper. If the analysis in 
this paper is deemed successful, it should be viewed as providing support for those proposals, 
rooted crucially in the logic behind the alternations of a living language. 

 
 

27 In the context of (44) one might ask why the shift is to the M2 weak-final paradigm, and not to the M2 biradical 
paradigm, which would yield [ħabbabti]. One could claim that such a move would be blocked by the existence (or 
potential thereof) of the same root in M2 with a different meaning, as in (42). Regardless of that consideration, one 
may view Geminate Integrity as an Output-Output requirement, making reference to the realization of the branching 
segment in the 3msg base. In M2, the base [ħabbab] ‘he endeared’ violates Geminate integrity in that an [a] 
intervenes between the two of the copies of the segment; presumably, any alternative would be worse. In contrast, 
the M1 [ħabb] does not violate geminate integrity, and thus it is required of all other forms derived from it not to 
violate it. Such Output-Output considerations are typical of Optimality Theory, which practitioners of Government 
Phonology see themselves as competitors of; but there is nothing inherent to GP that excludes such considerations. 
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7. Conclusion 
 
This paper provided an account of the verbal system of Palestinian Arabic. The account is 
summarized in (45): it shows once again that all alternations follow the apophonic chain 
ø=>i=>a=>u of Guerssel and Lowenstamm (1993,1996), with the principled exception of the 
post-velar M1 class. The conclusion is drawn that the analysis from Classical Arabic is also valid 
for Palestinian Arabic, despite the differences between the two. The most important of these 
differences was the absence of a default /a/ in M1; instead, a class of verbs in PA has a perfective 
M1 with a V2 vowel /i/, which is in fact a copy of V1, and therefore one finds /i/ also in the 
imperfective.   
 
(45) Summary of the apophonic account 
 

 perf. imperf.  apophonic step 
M1-strong fataħ iftaħ ‘open’ none 
 katab iktɛb ‘write’ ø=>i 
 daras udros ‘study’ a=>u 
 misɛk imsɛk ‘hold’ ø=>i 
 rikɛb irkab ‘ride’ i=>a 
M1 biradical  ħall ħill ‘solve’ ø=>i 
                       ħat ̣t ̣ ħut ̣ṭ ‘put’ a=>u 
M1 hollow  ṣa:r ṣi:r ‘become’ ø=>i 
   ka:n ku:n ‘be’ a=>u 
M1 weak-final rama irmi ‘throw’ ø=>i 
   nisi insa ‘forget’ i=>a 
Other measures kammal kammɛl ‘continue’ ø=>i 

 
The account was extended to all the inflected forms of the system. It was found that the 
apophonic chain is also responsible for the phenomena identified in the inflection of weak verbs, 
notably the realization of suffixed weak stems. This analysis was based on the claim made in 
Chekayri and Scheer (1996, 2003), that weak radicals in CA are in fact null entities. A version of 
this view was shown to make the correct predictions for PA, most notably for weak-medial 
forms, which have not been covered by the CA account. Finally, the account made correct 
predictions for the mixed paradigm of M1 biradicals, relying mainly on phonological 
considerations, rather than the unpredictable effect of Paradigm Uniformity. All in all, the 
analysis confirmed the relevance of the unique template and on the apophonic chain ø=>i=>a=>u 
for the analysis of a spoken dialect of Arabic.  
 I would like to end on a general note. There is one curious aspect of the present analysis, 
which it inherits from the analyses in Guerssel and Lowenstamm: against the usual advice to the 
debutant phonologist, the alternations are analyzed counter to the direction of neutralization. 
Indeed, concentrating on the bases of inflection in (45), one might ask why the imperfective is 
not analyzed as the base. Examining the table in (45), this would give the following alternations 
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(ignoring M1 post-velars): u=>a, i=>a, a=>i, and for seven verbs i=>i. Leaving the i=>i class 
aside, the learner needs to retain only the imperfective forms, whose vocalization is 
unpredictable. An alternative apophonic chain cannot be established, because [a] is the result of 
two different vocalizations and because there is polarity i=>a, a=>i. Still, another logic emerges: 
vowels other than [a] neutralize and become [a], whereas [a] becomes [i]. The motivating force 
behind this would be similar to that of apophony, namely that the vocalizations of the perfective 
and imperfective have to be distinct.  

Although such an account is both economic and cognitively plausible, it nevertheless 
lacks one often overlooked ingredient of a good account, namely insight. The account in this 
paper showed how the i=>i class emerged from the architecture of the system, with its two 
themes; it was able to express generalizations on the distribution of vocalization, such as why [u] 
is not a base vowel and why [i] is a theme in only some of the types; and it used the same tool to 
explain the realizations of V2 and those of weak radicals. All this was done using a mechanism  ̶  
the apophonic chain  ̶  which is independently motivated by ablaut patterns from several 
unrelated language. Thus, the account provides language-internal and universal insight. The non-
apophonic account sketched out above fails on all these fronts. It provides a rationale 
(dissimilarity) that would in fact exclude the emergence of i=>i; it predicts the existence of two 
unattested patterns *[u=>i], *[a=>u]; it is unable to make predictions as to the realization of 
weak radicals; and it is very language-specific. Sometimes, it appears, insight lies in analyzing 
against the direction of neutralization. 
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